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Promerops, the magazine of the Cape
Bird Club, is published four times a
year. It is meant to be by all the
members, for all the members. So it
is YOUR magazine to use. Many
members submitted interesting items
for this issue of Promerops and the
editors convey their sincere thanks to
all concerned.
Contributions are invited from
members in English or Afrikaans on
birdwatching, bird sightings, bird
observations, news, views, projects,
etc., particularly in the southwestern
Cape. The abbreviations to use are:
Roberts’ Birds of Southern Africa (2005)
- Roberts’ 7
Atlas of the Birds of the
Southwestern Cape (Hockey et al.
1989) - SW Cape Bird Atlas.
English names should be those used in
Roberts’ 7, Afrikaans names as in
Roberts’ 6. Receipt of contributions
will generally not be acknowledged
and they may or may not be used at the
sole discretion of the editors.

Deadline for August issue - 7 June 2012
Promerops contributions may be sent by e-mail to ottoschmidt@telkomsa.net or johobbs@lantic.net
or fax to (021) 981-1275 or by post to PO Box 8, Brackenfell, 7561

EDITING & PRODUCTION : Otto Schmidt

l

Jo Hobbs

Front cover: Keith Lyle joined the Cape Bird Club last year and plans to combine his interests in
photography and birds. His third visit to the hide at Intaka Island resulted in this spectacular image of a
Malachite Kingfisher and its fish.
Photo: Keith Lyle
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EDITORIAL

T

wo new members, Mike Saunders and
Mervyn Whetmore, joined the club's
main committee at the March AGM. I hope they
enjoy the challenge of becoming more closely
involved in the club's activities and wish them
both a very productive spell in the “engineroom”.
The past few months have seen Cape Town
experience a very hot and dry summer, whilst
many of the other parts of the country are lush and
green. These conditions appear to have brought
the rarities out in some numbers and birders have
had numerous “specials” on offer, some close by
and others farther afield. As I write this, a number
of happy Cape Town birders are returning home
from viewing the Western Cape's first Sooty Falcon
in Plettenberg Bay, whilst one of our more
uncommon waders, a Pectoral Sandpiper, has
been on display for everyone who has called at the
Strandfontein Sewage Works for the last couple of

months. Even more recently, the Little Crake
at Clovelly has generated phenomenal
interest. Atlasing in the far-flung corners of the
Western Cape has also produced resident species
generally only expected in areas far west of us as
Mel Tripp's report on a journey to the Murraysburg
area reveals.
The balance of the magazine normally
comprises a selection of observations received
from our members, but, despite the many birding
activities reported on the nets, we have received
very few accounts for this issue. We have
however had a number of articles related to
garden birding, and this will be our main focus in
this copy. Do remember, however, that we rely
on your contributions to keep up the expected
standard of our magazine, so please let us have
any observations which you think would be of
interest to other members.
Otto Schmidt

AGM REPORTS

thought that is. Emmanuel Kant, the famous,
rationalist philosopher, in his great manual of
aesthetics, The Critique of Judgment, concluded
that there is something most powerful about the
pull of Nature's sounds: “they are wild, irregular,
bold, shocking, and able to take us somewhere far
beyond our merely human arts”.(3) And so we
hear in birdsong a connection for ourselves and
we behold a profound realization: while birds are
communicating with each other they are also
inadvertently communicating with us too.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
February 2011 until March 2012

Otto Schmidt

No Earth, for us, without birdsong
If the voice of a bird is not heard as message but
rather as art, interesting things start to happen:
Nature is no longer an alien enigma, but instead
something immediately beautiful, immediately
accessible - an exuberant opus with space for us to
join in. Bird melodies have always been called
songs for a reason. As long as we have been
listening, people have presumed that there is
music coming out of those scissoring beaks.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's pet starling inspired
a piano concerto; Vivaldi developed a theme and
musical structure from the call of the finch.
Beethoven's famous Sixth Symphony, the Pastoral,
was derived from the sounds of a wilderness filled
with birds.(1)
The careful, thorough ear of Charles Darwin
tells us that birds sing for specific territorial and
sexual purposes. “Science explains clearly that
birds sing to attract mates, to prove their genetic
fitness with exhausting displays of virtuosity, or to
defend their territory with angry sounds.”(2) But
perhaps, just maybe, they also sing because they
absolutely love to - what a wonderful, fertile

An Agulhas Long-billed Lark in full song
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Chairman’s report cont.

Otto Schmidt

Birdsong is of course synonymous with birds.
It defines them as surely as feathers do and it
shapes them in our intimate relationship with
them. There can be no cuckoo-clock without the
cuckoo-call. There can be no dawn without the
chorus of birds. There can be no lake without the
quack of ducks, there can be no beachfront
without the laughter of gulls, there can be no field
without the tseep of pipits, there can be no town
without the kraak of the crow. And there will be no
Africa without the high cry of the fish-eagle. There
will be no Earth, for us, without birdsong.
With this understanding, birdwatching must
also be the act of not watching birds - it must be
the act of listening too. Who could ever forget
following a strange, mysterious sound and finally
putting the image of a new bird to it? Who could
ever forget the powerful connection of that simple
communication? Who could not be thrilled and
moved by that an act of discovery and an audible
celebration of birding?
On a very fundamental level birds have
summoned us all. They have brought us together
with their calls. They have drawn us enquiringly,
as a group, into Nature. Some people listen to
birds privately, but we listen in shared analysis, in
shared debate and in shared wonder. For us the
vibrant sounds of birdsong have ultimately made
us into a community of birders: a bird club. And as
birds continue to communicate with us, so we
communicate with each other and so our club
thrives and evolves.

The Large-billed Lark is another happy songster

Today we are consumed by the vast
interconnectivity of the World Wide Web and the
phenomenon of WikiLeaks, Wikipedia, webcams
and GoogleEarth. Emails flutter digitally across
cyberspace in a constant barrage of information
and a new, dizzying dialogue within the club has
become steeped in the fecundity of technospeak. Facebook, YouTube and Twitter twitter
uncontrollably and everybody is connected to
everybody else, all the time. The very nature and
essence of the interactions within our club have
changed forever and they continue to change
every day as more people discover the internet.
Our reminder-service, run so ably by Jo Hobbs,
allows us to make last minute changes to
programmes where previously this would have
been impossible and our members are now a
mere press-of-the-send-button away.
Our
website, managed so professionally by our
webmaster Gavin Lawson, talks to birders across
the planet in web-pages and web-links and
general web-ness of every kind, as if these people
were sitting right here, right now. Capebirdnet is
there to greet us with our morning coffee (or tea),
our keyboards sing “sararebirdalerts” as photos of
vagrant species flash onto our screens calling
twitchers to the chase.
The precision with which information is
captured and the speed at which it is shared has
rapidly redefined both birding and the science of
ornithology too. Satellite tracking is unlocking
new secrets and asking new questions, and the
quality of bird data has entered new realms of
accuracy and analysis. In just comparing SABAP
(South African Bird Atlas Project) with SABAP2 we
are made privy to the unprecedented advances in
the graphic presentation techniques of statistical
information and in the GPS and GIS applications
embodied in the exceptional work of the ADU
(Animal Demography Unit) As a bird club we are

The new world of cyberbirding
We live in a new age of communication. The time
of smoke signals, tribal drums and carrier-pigeons
is a distant memory, the facsimile is redundant and
the hand-written letter hints of obsoleteness. No
longer is the Cape Bird Club held together by just
lectures, guided outings and Promerops news.
Today our inter-relationships are very different,
very much more dynamic and very far-reaching.

IN THIS ISSUE
Club news and notices ........................ 8-11
Verreaux's Eagles on the Peninsula ..... 12-14
Birding at Murraysburg ....................... 15
Birds in our gardens ........................... 16-19
Sightings ............................................. 19-21
Club activities ..................................... 22-24
Programme ......................................... 25-29
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particularly grateful to Prof. Les Underhill, Dr
Doug Harebottle and their team for providing
such an exciting and interactive digital landscape
that so readily embraces us, the citizen-scientists.
We also thank Peter Nupen, our regional
coordinator of this programme, for his dedication
as he continuously and resolutely calls all of us to
become part of this important team.
New camera technology has redefined rarity
reportage with photographs now replacing the art
of note-taking and sketching. The very act of
watching and talking about birds has changed
dramatically too. “Digi-kids” filled with pixel
passion wrestle with the dilemma of either
viewing a bird through their binoculars or through
their latest, giant image-stabilized lens. An ally of
“camera communication” is the cellphone:
possibly the most powerful and effective
communicating tool of them all. With the sms we
are talking to each other at a moment's notice and
now with the built-in camera, the video recorder
and the sound recorder, mms technology allows
us to send all of this information to everyone too.
Cellphones and computers have hybridized like
an inevitable Darwinian mating. The birders of
today travel differently into the field. Some say
they travel oddly.
(Vernon then went on to predict the
development of even more advanced “aids” which
could change the nature of birding forever.)

The Western Cape Birding Forum
On 25 September this year the Western Cape
Birding Forum will be nine years old. The Cape
Bird Club, Tygerberg Bird Club, Somerset West
Bird Club, Hermanus Bird Club, BirdLife
Overberg and West Coast Bird Club gathered on a
Saturday morning many years ago to begin
working as a team on important conservation
issues that affect our region and to promote the
enjoyment of birding.
The idea of a Forum was first mooted by John
Carter as early as 2001 where he requested a
necessary platform to discuss evening speakers,
outings and other activities and to prevent clashes
on dates between the clubs. John's vision has
grown into so much more and today we see the
organisation at the forefront of avian
conservation, environmental education and
outreach into our various communities. John
stepped down as chairman of Somerset West Bird
Club last month after over a decade at the helm.
We salute you and thank you John for your
considerable contribution to our world of birds.
Once again we must thank our honorary
treasurer, Brian Dennis for controlling our
finances and Sylvia Ledgard, our honorary
secretary, both of whom have managed their
respective portfolios since the inception of the
Forum.

I suggest that when that day comes we should
not fear it or be bewildered by it. I recommend
that we embrace it cautiously and creatively.
Have binoculars not aided the naked eye, has the
4x4 not been more convenient than the horse, has
the ball-point pen not been more useful than the
feathered quill? It is only our tools that have
changed; our love of birds remains the same. It
remains untouchable like the eternal gaze of
Burchell, Layard, Gunning and Roberts. Birds still
communicate with us in timeless calls, ours is
ultimately an everlasting, sensory pursuit, a
connection to sounds, sights and feelings, all
essentially of our souls, all intimately part of the
gentle ballad of birdsong.
And so it is at this time of contemplation that
we think more closely of our Club and of the other
clubs of the Cape. We congratulate Gerald
Wingate and his fellow club members on the
happy 25th Birthday of the Tygerberg Bird Club.
The Cape Bird Club is integrally tied to your
history and no two clubs could ever be closer in
relationship or more deeply connected in mutual
respect.

Owl Awards
Last year BirdLife South Africa paid tribute to
Sylvia Ledgard by awarding her an Owl Award, a
national honour for conservation and dedication
to the Western Cape Birding Forum. Keith
Harrison, another founder Forum member and
past chairman of West Coast Bird Club and Cape
Bird Club member, was also honoured with an
Owl Award at the same ceremony - resounding
confirmation of our success as a team and clear
recognition of the importance of our work.
We also congratulate Mel Tripp. He too
received an Owl Award from BirdLife South Africa
for his mammoth efforts in the field of marketing.
It is through Mel's gifted work that BirdLife South
Africa is now known fondly and with admiration
in the corporate boardrooms of South Africa. It is
through his genius that R1 000 000's of rands are
pouring into our conservation coffers and it is
through his talent that when you pick up a copy of
TIME Magazine a full page, full colour advert of
our organization shines proudly back at you. We
salute you Mel.
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special mention of your contribution as a team
within a team. You will be missed but we know
you will be at hand to lend your experience to the
new volunteers of the future. We must not forget
our unstoppable Force of Nature, our vicechairperson Heather Howell. Heather runs the
Junior Club passionately, grooming our future
Peter Steyns, and she also chairs our Evening
Meetings Committee (which is a committee of
one), as well as sitting on our Outings Committee,
running the occasional lecture course for the
members and contributing to many other projects
and events. Thank you Madam Vice Chairperson!

Chairman’s report cont.
Gill Memorial Medal
The awards did not stop there. 2011 was indeed a
special year for us. Our very own president, Peter
Steyn, received the Gill Memorial Medal at
FLOCK, the BirdLife South Africa AGM in
Nelspruit, in front of a packed auditorium. The
award is Africa's highest honour for an
outstanding, lifetime contribution to ornithology
on the continent. Our dearest president now
ranks as one of the greatest living South African
ornithologists of our time.
(Here Vernon read out the list of Peter's
monumental contributions to ornithology, both
popular and scientific - see panel below).
Finally, 33 years ago, he also took the time to
kneel down and show a little boy a picture of a
Spotted Eagle Owl sitting in a pine tree. I was that
boy, and it is my singular honour to thank him
personally this evening for the magic of that image
and for the gift of birdsong he put into my heart
and into so many others.

More thanks are also due to others: We thank
the editors of Promerops, Otto Schmidt and Jo
Hobbs, for yet another year of utter excellence.
Consistency and creativity are two words
synonymous with your every word, your every
paragraph and your every considered page. You
are the duo of duos.
We thank our Courses Committee of Priscilla
Beeton, Gill Ford, Janet Hallett, Judith
Crosswell and Mel Tripp and all the behind-thescene helpers for yet more wonderful new original
visual journeys of learning. And we say thank you
to Sylvia Ledgard who has stepped down from
chairing this committee after almost a decade of
innovative ideas and stewardship.
We thank Johan Schlebusch, chair of our
International Camps Committee and his team of
Otto Schmidt and Mel Tripp who spend many
hours meticulously planning intricate itineraries
so that they can bring the world of birding beyond
our borders to all of you in the most economical
and exciting way possible. This last year saw them
introduce their first expedition and the Cape Bird
Club's flag flew high and proud over Ethiopian
skies.

We must also pay tribute to our committee: our
honorary secretary Helen Fenwick, our treasurer
Julian Hare, Dave Whitelaw chair of our
Conservation Committee, Anne Gray our
functions coordinator, fundraiser and outings
planner, Priscilla Beeton chair of our Courses
Committee, Frank Hallett chair of our Outings
Committee, Janet Hallett head of Special Projects
and Charles Saunders chair of our Camps
Committee. We thank you deeply for your
selflessness, your attention to detail and your
commitment to the Cape Bird Club. Frank and
Janet Hallett will be stepping down from the
committee for the year ahead and we make

Peter Steyn's contributions to ornithology in South Africa
Peter Steyn has filled our bookshelves with: Eagle Days (1973); Wankie Birds (1974 reprinted as Hwange
Birds and it remains in print 27 years later); Birds of Prey of South Africa (1982); A Delight of Owls (1984,
revised 1989); Hunters of the African Sky (1990); Birds of Southern Africa (1991); Nesting Birds (1996) and
Antarctic Impressions (2007). In addition he has contributed 22 papers and 48 notes to the esteemed
international scientific journal Ostrich, 43 major articles and 58 short communications to the periodical
Birding in South Africa (1989 to 1995) and its forerunner Bokmakierie (1951 to1989), 18 long articles and
16 short notes to African Wildlife (1951-1995), 24 articles, 2 notes and 3 poems to Honeyguide (1963 to
2011), 13 long articles and 20 Pentax advertisement texts to Africa Environment & Wildlife (1993 to 2001)
& Africa Geographic (2002 to 2010), 35 long texts accounts to Africa Birds & Birding (1996 to 2011), 57
long text accounts to Getaway Magazine (1989 to 2006) and fittingly a staggering 136 written observations
to Promerops (1961 to 2011). He has also made over 15 contributions to other journals as well as written
Forewords, such as that for Val Gargett's famous Black Eagle tome. On top of all of this he has published
1175 photographs across the world including 116 exquisite covers.
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We thank Joan Ackroyd, our indomitable
membership secretary for leading the vanguard of
efficiency in the face of great challenges. We thank
Dr Callan Cohen for scientific advice, Frank
Wygold for his tireless education work, Gavin and
Anne Greig for selling (and carrying!) our many
books so ably, Des and Mary Frylinck for running
our shop, Jan Hofmeyr for being the custodian of
our slide library and of course Simon and Stella
Fogarty for their immaculate and professional
service at our memorabilia sales desk.
Finally we look into the future and we see a
world of growing connectivity, a world of
shrinking privacy and a world of speed and quick
easy satisfaction. Like a vast cyber-mycelium our
new world of communication networks will link
all things. Like the single root-system of a great
tree it will spread as one creature, but we should
remember that if we stop for a moment and gaze
up into the branches of that tree and look
patiently for a while we will hear the magical call
of birds. It will be a moment for us to smile
unstoppably. I truly believe that a love of
birdsong is where we will find ourselves again.
Thank you.
Vernon Head
Chairman of the Cape Bird Club

Your committee together with BLSA have
signed a new memorandum of understanding to
have certain naming and advertising rights
transferred to BLSA/CBC. This is an important step
in enabling us to seek corporate sponsorship to
ensure that we continue managing the site in
conjunction with the City.
Strandfontein has a new works manager and
he has proved to be very co-operative, providing
us with equipment to enable us to clean the banks
of Pan P1 and the canal running along P2. Those
of you who regularly visit the area would have
noticed the difference.
Unfortunately a proposed project to use the
invasive water hyacinth as the basis for furniture
construction has been vetoed by the City on the
grounds that a noxious weed should not have
value attached to it. This is an important view
point, but one that could be much debated.
Unfortunately it does leave us with only one
option, i.e. poisoning, which will be done making
every effort to minimise adverse environmental
effects.
On the positive side, the City has agreed to
seek Ramsar Status for the area and your
committee is assisting them in this task.
I should like to pay tribute to two individuals
who played a vital role in allowing us to reach this
point in the process.
Julie te Groen was a member of this club for
many years and she bequeathed to the Club a
generous sum. This allowed us to approach the
City with that critical item – money, and to
negotiate a Memorandum of Understanding. This
has to be renewed on a biannual basis and has
placed your club in the unique situation of comanaging an IBA.
Joanne Jackson of the City's Environmental
Resource Management has been most supportive
of our endeavours and this project would not have
succeeded without her input .

1,2,3, - Rothenberg, David Why Birds Sing. One man's
quest to solve an everyday mystery, published by the
Penguin Group, 2005.

CBC CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2011
2011 was a productive year for our Conservation
Committee and I am delighted to announce that
we have received acknowledgment from the City
Council for “our excellent contribution and
support to the Conservation and Protection of
Cape Town's unique biodiversity.”
A recent important development has been
BirdLife SA's appointment of Dale Wright as their
Conservation Manager for the Western Cape. We
have already had a number of meetings and look
forward to co-operating with him.
As usual I shall not detail all our activities but
touch on some of the more important issues.
Strandfontein: The project to have a number of
sites proclaimed reserves has passed through all
the necessary committees. Only clarification on
some procedural details and the Premier's
signature are still required to complete the
process.

Julie te Groen. This photo was taken around 1991
on a CBC weekend on the Breede River at Malgas
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Nuclear Power: Currently the situation regarding
nuclear power is unsure. The government has
stated that it intends building 6 reactors – at 3 sites
– Thyspunt, Bantamsklip and Koeberg. It would
seem that the favoured first site is at Thyspunt, but
this is not certain.

Conservation report cont.
TRUP (Two Rivers Urban Park): We have reestablished contact with the committee managing
this area which is a “green lung”. The area has
been transferred to Parks and Gardens and there
are several projects including the construction of a
“self-guide” trail along the Black River. We are
hoping to ensure that the Raapenberg Bird
Sanctuary receives a higher profile.

Association with ADU: Two potentially exciting
projects are being discussed with the ADU – one
relating to a study on the Bank Cormorant and the
other monitoring birds on Robben Island. We
hope to structure these projects to enable
members to become involved with ornithologists,
thereby gaining a better insight into how research
is conducted and affording opportunities not
readily available to the general public.
Finally, we would welcome members
approaching us with conservation issues in your
area. We cannot promise a satisfactory resolution
but we do undertake to explore the problem.
As you can see, your committee has had a
reasonable year.
Dave Whitelaw
Chairman, CBC Conservation Committee

West Coast Field Study Centre: Frank Wygold
has continued his valuable work in conservation
education despite many difficulties. We are now
exploring the possibility of taking to the road and
transforming this service into a mobile laboratory.
We are in negotiation with a number of interested
parties in order to ensure that we provide as
efficient and appropriate a service as possible.
House Crows: The City is making steady
progress in reducing the numbers of this species
and over 4 000 birds have been exterminated.
The exact number still on the Peninsula is not
certain but is probably about 1 000 -1 500.

CLUB NEWS

Penguins: Your club was approached by the City
with a view to becoming involved in creating
nesting opportunities for penguins which had
moved beyond the Boulders colony. We have
provided funds to purchase suitable plants for the
extended nesting area and hope to continue to
assist with this project.

HOUSE CROWS
You will have read in Dave Whitelaw's
Conservation Committee report that the City of
Cape Town's programme to eradicate the alien
House Crow has met with some success and is
continuing. Please keep a look out for these
birds. If you come across a location where
House Crows in small or large numbers
congregate, or singles or come into (for example
a shopping centre, refuse dumping area, etc.),
then please report this to Louise Stafford at
Louise.Stafford@capetown.gov.za
The well
known sites like the airport and Khayelitsha are
constantly monitored as are others that have
already been worked on, but the City needs
reports of new locations or re-populations of
old sites.

Wind farms: There has been an explosion of
applications to build wind farms in the SW Cape.
There has also been much written about the
potential hazards of these structures to birds,
ranging from some wild guesses to other more
reasoned pieces.
The wind industry and BLSA have a forum
where these issues have been discussed. A
sensitivity map is being developed using existing
distribution data to guide siting of these wind
farms. Several guidelines have been agreed upon.
In addition some radar tracking at night has been
carried out and other factors have been invoked
which will have a profound effect on their
distribution. A good example is the potential
conflict with low flying aircraft and radar near
Langebaan which has caused the SA Defence
Force to place a moratorium on all wind farm
applications in this area.
May 2012

BIRD RINGING AT RONDEVLEI
Anyone interested in bird ringing is most welcome
to come to watch the regular sessions arranged by
Dieter Oschadleus at Rondevlei Nature Reserve
on the second Saturday in every month from
08h00 until noon (weather permitting).
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WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
A very warm welcome to our new members. We
hope you will enjoy taking part in some of our
activities this year and visit some new places and
see many new birds. The newcomers are:
Louise Astbury, Marina da Gama
Zuretha Venter, Milnerton
Anneliese Brandt, Claremont
Marilyn Short, Tokai
Mark & Pauline Peters, Pinelands
Edward Katz, Frogmore Estate
Dr. Keith Breetzke, Pinelands
Wendy Murdock, Newlands
Theresa Smit, Milnerton
Alan Routledge, Tokai
Vic Smith, Observatory
Ann White, Fish Hoek
Liz Barnett, Pinelands
Susan Warwick, Frogmore Estate
Hanna Christensen, Pinelands
Noreen Osler, Kenilworth
Kelly Harding, Claremont
Vivienne Kotze, Meadowridge
Mrs S. Barry-Taylor, Claremont
Susan Wishart, Capricorn Beach

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS - A REMINDER

If you are in arrears with your
membership renewal this
could well be your last
Promerops, so please don't
delay! Slow payers risk being
struck off the BirdLife and CBC
membership lists.
For queries telephone 011 789-1122 or e-mail
membership@birdlife.org.za

DONATION & NEWS FROM L'AGULHAS
We have also received a donation towards the
cost of Promerops from Barbara Eyles on behalf of
the Southern Bird Club, L'Agulhas, who sent us
news of their activities:
Another year gone by, can you believe it! Our
th
club is still going strong, just had our 7 AGM.
Once again we had it at De Mond after a good
morning's birding down by the estuary. It's a nice
informal place to have an AGM and we had the
usual hilarious meeting. I try very hard to be
serious but as usual it degenerates into a fun time.
Oh well, we are there to enjoy ourselves as well as
the birds.
We saw some Eurasian Curlews feeding there,
first time we have seen them in this area, and also
some Damara Terns, always a good sight.
Tomorrow we are having an ID course here given
by Mike Ford from Hermanus Club and most of our
club has signed up for it including four nonmembers from Napier.
Enclosed please find a contribution to
Promerops, always a joy to receive. I love the
colour covers but the content is what is so
important and keeps us up to date on what goes on
out there in the birding world. Thanks so much for
allowing us to share.

We look forward to meeting you at one of our
evening meetings. Please introduce yourselves to
Gill or Joan at the entrance table on arrival and
stay afterwards for a cup of tea or coffee. New
members who are beginners should try to join one
of the monthly Saturday morning outings to
Rondevlei Nature Reserve, which is an excellent
starting point. See our programme for dates and
details. All our outings and other activities are
arranged for both beginners and experienced
members so don't be shy to come along and ask
questions. That's how we all got started!
DONATIONS
We have now received from BirdLife SA details of
donations to CBC from October 2011 to February
2012 and our very grateful thanks go to Mr. D.
Cope and Adv. H.P. Viljoen for their extremely
generous donations.
Special thanks, too, to Mrs. G.C. Jensen, Mr. J.
de Graaff and Mr. S. Fogarty, who are regular and
generous supporters of the club. We also express
our sincere thanks to Mr. B. Gibson, Mrs. S.M.
Green, Mr. P.D. Morant, Mr. A.N. Starke, Dr. F.J.
Potgieter, Miss D. Fiveash, Mr. S.E. Mills, Mrs. S.J.
Brass and Miss N.L. McGregor.
Our thanks to you all - your support gives us
great encouragement and is very much
appreciated.

ZEISS GIVES CONSERVATION WINGS!
All purchasers of Zeiss binoculars will receive a
year's free BirdLife South Africa membership,
including six issues of Africa - Birds & Birding.
Existing BirdLife South Africa members will have
their membership topped up for a year. Visit
www.zeiss.co.za for more details.
CBC WEBSITE
If you have an hour or so to spare you will find a
wealth of information by browsing our own
website at www.capebirdclub.org.za
9
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Pierre Nel, Deputy Manager at the Park, asks
that any infringement of the regulation be
reported to a Park Ranger. This can be done by
reporting the incident at the gate. The guard on
duty will arrange for radio contact with a ranger,
who will wait for the offenders to come ashore
and fine them on the spot. Alternatively you can
phone the West Coast National Parks Office at
Langebaan Tel. 022 772 2144. The office is open
also over weekends to take calls and this will
probably be the simplest route to follow.
When reporting an incident, take note of the
kiteboarder’s appearance and clothing and the
colour of the kite canopy, with a photograph if at
all possible. Hopefully, we will bring some of
these people to book and deter the prevalence of
this kind of activity.

Club news cont.
RAFFLE DRAW RESULT
The draw for the raffled Yellow-billed Hornbill
picture took place at our AGM on Thursday 9
March and the lucky winner was Charles
Saunders.
ZANDVLEI OPEN DAYS
Although we are no longer able to arrange our
regular quarterly weekend outings to Zandvlei
Nature Reserve, it is still possible to visit this
attractive little reserve and stroll around in your
own time on their Open Days. The next two
Open Days are on Saturday 21 July and Saturday
20 October from 08h00 to 13h00. These days
coincide with the quarterly CWAC counts, so if
you would like to assist with these and explore
new areas of the Greater Zandvlei Estuary Nature
Reserve, please contact Gavin Lawson at 021 705
5224 for more details.

A SPECIAL WATCH FOR SECRETARYBIRDS
The Secretarybird is one of two additional
species which have been added to the 'special
watch' section of the SABAP2 website. This is a
red-list (threatened species) and forms part of an
intensive BLSA research project coordinated by
Ernst Retief. For more details you can go to
http://sabap2.adu.org.za and click on the
'special watch' link on the menu.
The ADU is appealing to and encouraging all
bird club members to make additional notes
when out atlasing or birding. Note that you do
not need to be a registered atlaser in order to
submit 'special watch' records. A Secretarybird is
an exciting sighting these days and well worth
recording. When making additional notes please
bear the following in mind

INVASIVE ALIEN SPECIES: MALLARD UPDATE
The Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) asks that any
Mallard sightings should be reported to them at
wcmp@ewt.org.za with contact information,
date, time and accurate locality information and
GPS coordinates, if possible.
The EWT function will be that of
communication. They will advise the local
authority, conservation authority and SA Wingshooters of these reports, with the hope that the
spread of this alien invasive duck may be stopped
in a responsible manner. Tim Snow heads the
EWT Wildlife Conflict Mitigation Programme and
he can be contacted at snowman@ewt.org.za for
more information.

-

KITEBOARD NUISANCE IN WCNP
It has long been a concern of birders visiting the
West Coast National Park to see kiteboards
coming into the area in front of the Seeberg hide
and continuously disturbing feeding waders and
other waterbirds.
The SanParks Cluster Hon. Rangers confirm
that the area of lagoon in front of Seeberg falls into
the B-zone and only non-motorised craft may
enter this area. No other activities - fishing,
swimming, kiteboards, jet skis, power boats, etc are permitted.
May 2012

Locality (GPS coordinates in decimal degrees
preferred.)
Time of day
No. of birds
No. of adults/juveniles (if discernible)
Activity (feeding/roosting/breeding)
If breeding, could you see nest contents?
Type of habitat/vegetation
Colour rings or wing tags
Interesting behaviour
Other observations you consider important

For more information about this research
project click on the following link:
http://www.birdlife.org.za/conservation/threaten
ed-species If you have not yet entered the
magical world of computers you can contact
Doug Harebottle at the ADU at 021 650 2330.
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DICK DENT BIRD SANCTUARY, STRAND
On Christmas Night 2010, the bird hide at the
Dick Dent Bird Sanctuary was completely
destroyed by fire, very likely due to the activity of
vagrants.
However, thanks to a group of
Technikon students who were spending their final
year at the Helderberg Nature Reserve, the
structure has now been rebuilt. The students,
during their third year in the field, are required to
carry out a number of projects, one of which had
to be the planning, design and construction of a
useful field structure. The structure had to provide
basic facilities for bird watching but discourage
vagrants from taking up lodgings.
This was a win-win situation, and the result is
a new hide at minimal cost. We are sincerely
grateful for the help and cooperation received in
this project from Owen Wittridge, the Reserve
Manager, and his staff. The hide was formally
opened by Ward Councillor Stuart Pringle at a
small ceremony on 7 March 2012.
The sanctuary habitat has recovered after the
fire and we are now able to resume our
nd
programme of outings on the 2 Saturday of every
month at 15h00 from May to September and at
16h00 from October to April. Members of other
bird clubs are most welcome to join us.
John Clements
Somerset West Bird Club
Tel. 021 850 2216

ANY MORE VOLUNTEERS?
In our CBC email circular in March we asked, on
behalf of the ADU, for volunteers to capture the
data from the January CAR counts because their
limited budget does not stretch to employing part
time staff to do this. They were delighted to
receive, not one, but THREE offers of assistance! I
understand that Ruth Knight and Anne McLean
are already tackling this task. Thank you so much
for rallying around so promptly.
This has encouraged the ADU to ask if other
members would also like to assist! The CWAC
forms are accumulating because there are
insufficient funds to employ a Project
Coordinator, although the project is still ongoing.
Doug Harebottle can be contacted at
Doug.Harebottle@uct.ac.za if you are interested
in helping with this. The newly launched mammal
atlas project, MammalMap, would also welcome
data capturing assistance. The coordinator is Tali
Hoffman and you can get in touch with her at
Tali.Hoffman@uct.ac.za to find out what it
entails.

Alistair Lockhead

THE BLACK SPARROWHAWK BLOG
This is a remarkably informative and stunningly
attractive “blog” which all birders with access to
the internet should have a look at. Go to
http://blackspar1.wordpress.com/ and you will be
filled with enthusiasm for these elegant raptors
and with admiration for all those who are tirelessly
working on this project. Its aims are outlined as
follows:
The Black Sparrowhawk Project was started in
2000 to monitor the Black Sparrowhawks on the
Cape Peninsula. These birds of prey (raptors) are
particularly fond of nesting in tall pine and
eucalyptus trees, both of which are classed as
”alien species” in South Africa. The planned
removal of all alien vegetation from the Table
Mountain National Reserve area on the Peninsula
would, therefore, have a major effect on these
birds and that has been the main focus of the
project. As many nesting territories as possible
have been identified and the individual birds have
been uniquely marked so that each of them could
be followed as it goes about its daily life.
Ann Koeslag is co-ordinating this project and
she would appreciate reports of any sightings of
ringed Black Sparrowhawks on the Peninsula.
She can be contacted at 021 762 5347 or by email at annkoeslag@yahoo.com (just put Black
Sparrowhawk in the subject line!).

The new hide at the Dick Dent bird sanctuary. The
sanctuary entrance is on Broadway in Strand, opposite
the junction with Victoria Street

LOOKING AHEAD TO SEPTEMBER
Book now for our Beecatcher camp
See notice on page 31
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TAKING A LOOK AT THE CAPE PENINSULA'S VERREAUX'S EAGLES
CAPE PENINSULA'S VERREAUX'S EAGLES – AN
HISTORICAL REVIEW
Some years ago I spent a couple of days in the
archives of the Niven Library at UCT where I
paged through all the old Cape Bird Club
newsletters, dating back to its inception in 1950,
looking for any mention of Verreaux's Eagle
observations. I noted them all down and
“plotted” them on an Excel spreadsheet in order
to make sense of it all. What it showed was that
over the decades Verreaux's Eagles have
inhabited five distinct areas along the Peninsula;
Table Mountain, Hout Bay, Westlake,
Scarborough and Cape Point. The old nest
structures are still visible today. The other
interesting observation is that there were never

more than two pairs resident along the Peninsula
in any given year. So, whether pairs came and
went or whether they moved up and down the
mountain chain is impossible to know. I should
also hasten to add that the information contained
in the newsletters is by no means complete
enough to make a detailed study of Verreaux's
Eagle habitation along the Peninsula mountain
chain, but it does demonstrate the value of
reporting observations and the printing thereof in
the Cape Bird Club's newsletter.
For ease of reference I have highlighted in the
table below the years where observations
indicated that there were at least two pairs
resident along the mountain chain.
Lucia Rodrigues

History of Verreaux's Eagle occupation on the Peninsula
Table
Mtn
1867
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
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Hout Westlake Scarborough
Bay
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Cape
Point

x

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
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1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
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2008
2009
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VERREAUX'S EAGLE NOSTALGIA
The poet Charles Eglington evokes the allure
of Verreaux's Eagles with the words:
Incomparable in flight
Impressive in repose.
Ever since the age of eleven, when I saw my first
one in Skeleton Gorge as it appeared briefly in a
break in scudding winter clouds, I have been
captivated by these majestic masters of the air.
The important historical review of Cape Bird
Club newsletters going back to 1950 by Lucia
Rodrigues has stimulated me to indulge some
memories and thoughts on Verreaux's Eagles on
the Cape Peninsula Mountain Chain, especially
with regard to how many pairs there were
historically.
The first time I saw a nest was in 1952 on an
impressive inaccessible cliff above Westlake. In
1954 the pair moved from this site and built a new
nest on a nearby open ledge which proved to be
accessible. I was in Matric at the time and each
weekend my companions and I would cycle out
from Claremont, descend to the nest, and
measure and photograph the development of the
eaglet; this initial experience marked the
beginning of a lifelong interest in the nestling
development of raptors. It was also the first time
that I witnessed Cain and Abel sibling aggression
which almost invariably results in the death of the
weaker chick. At that time there was just a gravel
track up the mountainside which later became
the route of the present Ou Kaapse Weg.
As may be seen from Lucia's Table, a pair was
present at Westlake from 1951 (when the nest was
already a very substantial structure assumed to be
many years old) until 1971. When I left for
Zimbabwe in 1961 Rudolf Schmidt took over
monitoring of this nest. The nest is still there, a
minimum of 61 years later, despite being unused
for all of 40 years. The longevity of Verreaux's Eagle
nests is thus of relevance to one's interpretation of
the presence or otherwise of a pair in the area.
What became of the Westlake pair is open to
conjecture. Did they perhaps move to Cape Point
where eagles were recorded from 1972 - 1978?
Or did they move, as seems more likely, to the
much closer site below Noordhoek Peak and
remain overlooked until discovered nesting there
by Lucia in 2004. As a rule pairs tend to remain in
their ancestral territory areas and alternate nest
sites are usually not far away from an original nest.
Andrew Jenkins and Anthony van Zyl
monitored cliff-nesting raptors and ravens on the
Cape Peninsula from 1993 - 2003 (see Ostrich 76

A youthful Peter Steyn at the Westlake Verreaux’s Eagle
nest in 1954. In the background is the forester’s track
which is now Ou Kaapse Weg

(3& 4):175-194) and during that period only two
Verreaux's Eagle nest sites were active. However,
they found a further nine large stick nests which
could only have been built by Verreaux's Eagles.
Does the existence of these old nests suggest that
historically there were more Verreaux's Eagles
breeding on the Peninsula than at present, or were
they alternate nest sites of pairs that may have
moved to new areas as suggested by Lucia as a
possibility?
My original assessment was that there were as
many as four or five breeding pairs along the lines
of the areas in Lucia's Table, but now I incline to a
more conservative view that this was unlikely.
One of my main reasons for this shift in my
thinking is the availability of suitable prey.
Observations at the Hout Bay (Silvermine) nest
from 2004 until the present indicate that hyraxes
(dassies) are by no means the staple diet of this
pair and it would seem that hyraxes may even be
prone to cyclic population declines.
In summary it appears that the fynbos of the
Cape Peninsula is not ideal Verreaux's Eagle
habitat in terms of food supply. This is in sharp
contrast to my experiences in the Matobo Hills in
Zimbabwe where our survey area of 620 km²
supported 60 pairs at an average density of a one
pair per 10,3 km², probably the greatest
concentration of a single eagle species anywhere
in the world. The reason for this is nest site
availability in these rugged granite hills combined
with an abundance of hyraxes which comprised
98% of prey recorded at nests.
In conclusion it is especially gratifying that
since that first heart-stopping sighting in Skeleton
Gorge sixty-five years ago I can still watch these
magnificent aristocrats of the air on Table
Mountain.
Peter Steyn
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The viewing deck has been placed directly
opposite the cliff, which provides the visitor with a
far wider view and makes it possible to follow the
movement of the adults as they fly on and off the
nest. Over the last eight years the nest has become
taller and the chick is now only visible from the
viewing deck.
The construction of the deck, laying of the
path and producing the interpretive signage has
all been made possible through generous funding
by Jonathan Mylrea from Eagle's Nest Wines
situated on the slopes of the Vlakkenberg near
Constantia Nek. At the time of my visit the
interpretive signage and route markers were not
yet in place and these are definitely required for
visitors to find the deck. However, by the time
you read this, the signage will be up in Silvermine's
top parking area – not at the deck itself as that is in
a classified wilderness area. I suggest visitors take a
picture, either with a camera or cell phone, of the
instruction on locating the nest so that upon arrival
they have something to refer to. The route
markers will also be in place, so it's time to head
for the hills!
Lucia Rodrigues

Verreaux's Eagles Cont.
A NEW VIEWING DECK AT SILVERMINE
Sunday 29 January was arguably one of the most
glorious days we have had this summer.
Fortunately it was the day I chose to walk up to the
Noordhoek Peak Verreaux's Eagle nest cliff in
Silvermine Nature Reserve. My efforts were
rewarded in the best way possible, because the
adult pair had “returned” to their cliff. They were
perched side by side along the sloping skyline
south west of the nest. They sat quietly, gazing
around and I imagined they were possibly
celebrating young Hannibal's departure. As the
fledged chick gains confidence on the wing and
drifts further and further away from the nest cliff I
am unable to find the adults at the cliff. Perhaps
this is because they do not want to lead the chick,
which is prone to following them, back onto the
nest cliff.
The purpose of my visit to the area on this day
was to check on the viewing “deck” which has
been in the pipeline for many, many months and
has now been completed. The “deck” has been
fashioned out of the surrounding rock and blends
in perfectly with the mountain slope. The deck
serves a dual purpose, firstly to celebrate the
presence of the apex predator of the Table
Mountain National Park and secondly to make it
easier for visitors to find the correct site, thereby
discouraging them from scrambling down the
slope right next to the cliff, for obvious reasons.

If you would like to see a short video clip of
the Silvermine Verreaux's Eagles flying at their
cliff, as well as other information on Lucia's
study, you can go to
www.verreaux.wordpress.com

Lucia Rodrigues

The viewing deck for
the Noordhoek Peak
Verreaux’s Eagle nest
cliff was constructed
by using a huge
boulder lying on the
slope and filling up
the ground behind it
to shape steps
leading down to a
long stone bench.
The steps leading
down also provide
comfortable seating.

May 2012
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BIRDING AT MURRAYSBURG

Mel Tripp

WHAT A WAY TO SPEND CHRISTMAS!
Local birders who cherish a Western Cape list
would be well-advised to visit the most northeastern part of the province around Murraysburg.
Charles Saunders, Simon and Stella Fogarty and I
spent 5 days there over Christmas 2011 and what
a brilliant trip it was.
The “knob” of the Western Cape here borders
the Northern and Eastern Cape with Murraysburg
at its centre, essentially part of the Great Karoo
with mountains rising to over 2000 metres and, as
some believe, the start of the great Drakensberg
range. Which perhaps is why the “holy grail” of
any Western Cape list is found up there… the
Drakensberg (Orange-breasted) Rockjumper…
yes really… and we saw it!
On many occasions in the past SABAP2 atlas
card records for this species submitted by the
ubiquitous Stefan Theron, followed up by
completed out-of-range forms, were rejected.
Not any more, particularly when a year or so ago
the regional rarities' co-ordinator decided to go
and check out to area for himself.
But this is just one of the juicy regional specials
to be found in these parts. Golden-breasted
Bunting, Yellow-throated Petronia (Sparrow),
Yellow-crowned (Golden) Bishop, African (Bluebilled) Firefinch, also the Red-billed Firefinch,
Village Indigobird (Steel-blue Widowfinch),
Kurrichane Buttonquail, Pink-billed Lark, two
delightful finches, Red-headed and Scalyfeathered, plus - would you believe it…Verreaux's
(Giant) Eagle-Owl!
Add to these hard-to-find-in-the-WesternCape species birds such as Desert Cisticola, Blackthroated Canary, Cinnamon-breasted (Rock)
Bunting, Eastern Clapper Lark, Buffy Pipit and Kori
Bustard… and you'll be excused from salivating.
No wonder Simon added 14 Western Cape
species and Charles eight straight lifers to their
respective lists! I managed to add six of these
Western Cape specials to my list.
It's hard to call a bird-of-the-trip, but “the
Rockjumper” probably just edges it. The
dedication of Stefan Theron, whom we engaged
for two of the days, was certainly able to unlock
several of these specials for us… literally, as he is a
key holder to many of the private farms in the
area. (See the intriguing photo of 10 padlocks on
one of the gates!)

Toegang streng verbode!

We encountered two spectacular natural
phenomena, both on our last full day (28 Dec.)
whilst atlasing the 3150_2350 pentad. Both were
we suspect the consequence of the terrific
thunderstorms and torrential rain over the
preceding days.
1) A massive swarm, we estimated millions, of
locusts seen off to the west and moving north,
literally covering what must have been an
area 30kms+ long.
2) An irruption, or perhaps a migration, of
hundreds of thousands of smallish white
butterflies, (later identified as Brown-veined
Whites Belenois aurota aurota and described
as having “lemming-type” migrations), flitting
as if a cloud of smoke, gently across the scrub
and feeding on the flowering Acacia Karoo
trees.
A third phenomenon, also a consequence of the
rain, was to witness a flash flood literally right on
our doorstep one evening at Mulberry Cottage on
the farm Grootplaats, our accommodation set
right on the banks of the Buffalo River. Fortunately,
the water level only rose about 2 ½ meters before
easing off, so it posed no real threat. But it was
spectacular to watch the power of a massed wall
of water turning what was just a gentle stream into
a torrent of brown liquid carrying all manner of
debris with it.
Mel Tripp
Please support our advertisers when
planning your birding weekends and let us
know of any good stopovers you can
recommend. Interesting trip reports are always
welcome.
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BIRDS IN OUR GARDENS

Alan Dunnell

SUBURBAN THICK-KNEES
I have been meaning to write for some time about
a family of Dikkops (or rather Spotted Thickknees) that have made their home in our front
garden. We moved to The Orchards in Pinelands
in May 2011. It is a secure development with
open front gardens.
In November the birds arrived and made
themselves at home and shortly afterwards had
two chicks. The parents were fairly protective,
and if one approached too closely they hissed and
spread their wings but otherwise were pretty
tolerant of us. The chicks are now fully grown and
indistinguishable from the parents and we cannot
tell male from female.
It has been quite
fascinating watching them grow and receive
parental instruction in how to eat snails. We have
become something of an attraction in the
complex and we get the odd car cruising slowly by
to observe the birds. We have two dogs which
regard all birds as fair game so we have to be
careful when we exit with them for their walks,
but again the birds are unfazed and merely move
away, sometimes with spread wings but usually
with a somewhat resigned air! One can approach
them to within about a metre without causing
them concern.
They do move elsewhere occasionally but
invariably are back within a day. I am not sure
what the attraction is as our front lawn is not really
a source of food. They caused us some alarm on
an occasion when we saw one lying on its side
with legs outstretched behind it, to all intents
defunct, but this is apparently normal behaviour

Our resident Thick-knee resting with her two chicks

to cool off. It will be interesting to see if and when
the youngsters move off to pastures new or
whether the family stays together. They seem
pretty static in their habits as there is a further
group at the Pinelands Club which seems content
to remain.
Alan Dunnell

Alan Dunnell

A SUMMER EVENING IN CLOVELLY
When we arrived in Clovelly many years ago our
first garden visitors were some very cheerful Karoo
Prinias and they have continued to entertain us
while we have got to know all the other species
which have come and gone.
The prinias
fortunately go on for ever! As well as becoming
acquainted with the birds I have tried with varying
degrees of success to relate their behaviour to
changes in weather.
Towards the end of January this year, there
were a couple of days which were more like
summer. There had been stiff south-easters but at
least temperatures were up to a decent level.
Towards evening I was able to enjoy sitting quietly
on our deck contemplating the sheltered garden
and western slopes of Trappieskop. There are
hollows on top of some of the rocks in the garden
and these we keep topped up with water. There is
also a small fishpond which has a leak which noone has been able to fix so there is only a very
shallow pool in it. Apart from the water there are a
number of flowering shrubs such as Hamelia and
various succulents.
All of these things attract birds so I was able to
spend a very pleasant hour watching their evening
activities, presumably before retiring to wherever
they roost. Sunbirds came in to feed on the nectar
while they and other insect-eating birds also
busied themselves gleaning insects from the plants

Just keep your distance, please!
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These days we never know what will appear
so I was amazed a few weeks after this delightful
episode, to go out on to the deck in the late
afternoon and to see on the electric wires a bird
not well-known to me. It was fairly brown with
white outer tail feathers and had the appearance
of small cuckoo or honeyguide. It turned out to
be a Brown-backed Honeybird, to the best of my
knowledge the first time it has been seen in
Clovelly.
Eric Barnes

which have not been sprayed with insecticide.
On the subject of insecticides, some time ago we
found to our disappointment that most of our
Pelargonium buds were withering before
opening. Investigation revealed that they were
being eaten inside by the caterpillars of a very
pretty little blue butterfly, probably a species of
Cacyreus (palemon?). We solved the problem by
growing more Pelargoniums and we now have
both flowers and butterflies.
Back to the birdwatching. Common Waxbills
were the first to arrive at their favourite pools
either in the fishpond or on top of the adjacent
rock. They were closely followed by Cape
Canaries which drank and bathed at the latter or
in a small circular asbestos cement tray which was
also frequented by Cape White-eyes, Southern
Double-collared Sunbirds and Cape Bulbuls.
They were sometimes joined by Orange-breasted
and Malachite Sunbirds. A Cape Robin-chat went
to the third pool in this area as it seems to favour
one which is less in the open. That one is also
visited by Cape Bunting although not on that day,
when we were pleased to have visits from
Brimstone Canary, Cape Sugarbird and Cape
Weavers. Some of the last to have a quick sip were
Speckled Pigeon. Red-eyed Dove and Laughing
Dove. Karoo Prinia, Fiscal Flycatcher, Olive
Thrush and Southern Boubou passed through
going about their business. The cherry on the top
was a male Cardinal Woodpecker probing for
grubs in dead branches of trees. The woodpecker
has been seen here only in the past few years and
then infrequently. “Cherry on the top” was a
fortuitously chosen phrase to introduce the
woodpecker which has a bright red crown!

SUNBIRDS IN A HOUT BAY GARDEN
Our small garden is in Penzance Estate on the
slopes below Skoorsteenkop. Each year, from
January to March, the Orange-breasted Sunbirds
come down off the mountain into the suburban
gardens to join the year-round residents, the
Southern Double-collared Sunbirds. In our case
they come to sip at the hibiscus, bottlebrush and
other flowers.
We have recently taken to putting a bottle of
sugar water on one of the garden trees. Our first
bottle was coloured with beetroot juice and
attracted no interest at all. At one of the CBC
outings we were advised to colour with ordinary
food colouring. Immediately, the sunbirds and
white-eyes have come to feed and it has become
one of our daily attractions. On 23 March this year
we noticed another visitor and put the binoculars
on it. We had an Amethyst Sunbird in the garden!
A beautiful male in full colour. We have lived here
for nearly 16 years and never before have we had
such a visit. We hope he and others will continue
to visit us.
Tom and Regine Williams

Otto Schmidt

AERIAL OBSERVATIONS FROM A SUBURBAN
GARDEN
As spring turned into a long, hot, dry summer, bird
activity in our garden lessened, but the arrival of
the migrants had us peering skywards more
frequently for birds passing overhead. As one is
not observing constantly, many potential sightings
are no doubt missed, but we have certainly been
privileged to spot some good birds in the sky over
Fernwood, Newlands over the months since I
reported on our winter garden in Promerops 288.
A totally unexpected sighting was a flock of
about 100 White Storks passing over late on the
afternoon of 21 October 2011. This was certainly
a new one for our garden bird list.

A Cardinal Woodpecker – the cherry on top
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Garden birds, cont.

Otto Schmidt

Once the migrant raptors and the
swifts/swallows were back from the north, a
selection of these species was regularly looked for.
We noticed that weather conditions played an
important part in bird activity overhead, and a
weather change such as an approaching cold front
(not that there were many during the summer)
increased activity noticeably. 14 January 2012
proved to be such a day, and it was a bumper one
for raptors. Between 09h45 and 11h00 we had
six species passing over, the expected Forest and
Steppe Buzzards, but also a Yellow-billed Kite, a
pair of Peregrine Falcons, an adult African HarrierHawk, and the absolute bonus, a European
Honey Buzzard. Fortunately my camera was on
hand and I managed to get a few (poor) pictures of
this bird for later positive identification by several
of our local top birders. Later an unexpected
African Fish-Eagle passed high overhead and an
African Goshawk flying up the road in the late
afternoon completed an amazing tally of eight
raptor species for the day. Our tally the next day
was two.
Similar conditions on 1 and 2 March only
contributed Steppe and Forest Buzzards, but the
sky was busy all day as groups of swifts foraged
overhead, sometimes quite low, but at other times
the twittering birds could only be made out with
the aid of binoculars. We identified African Black,
Alpine, Little and White-rumped Swifts, and on 1
March we were pleased to pick up a number of
Barn Swallows amongst the swifts, our only home
sighting of Barn Swallows for the summer. On 2
March the Barn Swallows were replaced by a
number of Greater Striped Swallows and a Black
Sawwing also passed through.

A Forest Buzzard studying our garden

Another interesting observation has been the
habit of numbers of White-necked Ravens to
congregate on the slopes, especially on the
western side, of Table Mountain's Fernwood
Buttress in the late afternoons, particularly on
fairly windy days. They can be seen (with
binoculars) to be flying in the last rays of the sun
before it dips behind the mountain and they,
presumably, head off to their overnight roosts.
The largest number observed was 14 birds,
obviously enjoying their aerial manoeuvres, often
flying in individual pairs, sometimes as a group.
One early morning in March we noticed the same
phenomenon in the same area before they
dispersed to their feeding areas for the day.
Now (10 March) the skies have gone quiet as
the migrants head north again, but they have
certainly given us a great deal of enjoyment and
we look forward to their return in spring.
Otto Schmidt

Otto Schmidt

GUINEAFOWL IN A PAARL GARDEN
Long ago, before the turn of the century, a flock of
Helmeted Guineafowl was moving freely across
the Berg River from the farms and Arboretum to a
strawberry farm in the centre of Paarl. Then came
the boulevard along the riverbank and the
guineafowl were confined to the strawberry farm.
Soon after this came the developers and the farm
was dismembered into plots and the guineafowl
had to become urbanized. They took to the
gardens of the urban dwellers and for some years
their home breeding ground was the estate,
Zomerlust, from where they spread out looking
for food.
Some few even became domesticated. And
three birds took up residence in the pecan tree
outside our back door. Now eggs were being laid

The large size and white underparts of the Alpine Swift
make for easy identification
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in the garden and young hatched. Two years ago,
two young survived into adulthood. This year,
astonishingly, one hen has been found sitting in
the garden, hoping for autumn babies, a new
development. This bird was discovered by our
dog, Kwezi, (a Canus Africanus) who was
horrified. She had been attacked when little by an
angry mob of guineafowl and remains very
respectful of them.

SIGHTINGS
All Sightings contributions to be reported/sent
to compiler Felicity Ellmore by e-mail at
fellmore@absamail.co.za or Tel. 021 7620176
May we remind you that a list of all species
that constitute south-western Cape Rarities (local)
can be found, together with National Rarities, on
the CBC website www.capebirdclub.org.za

Reg Weiss

NATIONAL RARITIES:
European Honey Buzzard - a bird seen flying
over Fernwood, Newlands, 14 January 2012 (OS),
a bird seen sitting in the stone pines just across the
stream that runs along the Braille Trail in
Kirstenbosch, 23 February 2012 (BV)
Sooty Falcon - a bird seen roosting in the car park
of the Emily Moon River Lodge, Plettenberg Bay, 4
March 2012 (KH, MBr), seen by many birders over
the next few days, still there 9 March 2012 (JVz)
Eurasian Oystercatcher - seen at the Seeberg
Hide, West Coast National Park, 10 & 11
December 2011 (CR)
Pectoral Sandpiper - a bird seen at Strandfontein
Sewage Works, 31 December 2011 (SF), seen on
Pan P1, Strandfontein Sewage Works, 1 January
2012 (CR), seen 2 January 2012 (BB, TW, JC), 3
January 2012 (JM, HW), seen by many other
birders including the CBC members doing the
monthly count on 8 January 2012 (GF), still there
3 March 2012 (THv)

Kwezi likes to share their maize, but keeps her distance

Derek Longrigg

Guineafowl are notoriously very bad parents
and after a few days of minding, take to scratching
along, never mind the young ones, who just have
to catch up if they can. Some expire of exhaustion;
some succumb to neighbourhood cats.
Their alarm call is horrendous, indicating
attack by a hawk (sparrow-, harrier- or just gos-),
but the gentle night call of the birds is nostalgic, a
communicative tool, which takes me back to my
childhood. I remember in the Little Karoo when
they called all night, against the plaintive sound of
a lonely guitar. (“Op my ou ramkiekie, met nog net
een snaar, speel ek in die maanskyn, deurmekaar,”
wrote C. Louis Leipoldt.)
When the guineafowls come past our kitchen
in different groups, the food request (or rather
demand) is a constant clucking and a high pitched
squeaking. The “house fowls”, walk boldly into
the kitchen and complain. Then there is another
group of about seven - the house fowls refuse to
eat with them. A further batch numbers 13 and
on Sundays or public holidays we have had up to
40 come calling (other home cafeterias closed).
Garden birds, house fowls or displaced
members of a fading community? Will the day
come when we can no longer hear the plaintive
call of a guineafowl, roosting high up in a tree? Or
the nostalgic sound of a rooster or primitive guitar?
Yvonne Weiss

The Pectoral Sandpiper which created a lot of interest
earlier this year
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Yellow Wagtail - a bird seen near the hide at
Rooisand Nature Reserve, 4 March 2012 (TH)
African Pied Wagtail - a bird seen at the Postcard
Café in the Jonkershoek Valley, 10 December
2011 (JMa), seen again on 17 December 2011
(JM), 20 December 2011 (IU, BU), still there 15
January 2012 (GF and members of the Cape Bird
Club)
Buffy Pipit - a bird seen in the Murraysburg area,
25 December 2011 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Red-backed Shrike - a bird seen at the turnoff to
Rooisands, near Arabella, 15 February 2012 (JB
and members of the Somerset West Bird Club),
seen again on 4 March 2012 (TH)
Southern Grey-headed Sparrow - A pair seen in
the West Coast National Park by a team
competing in the Honorary Rangers Wader Bash
on 18 February 2012
Scaly-feathered Finch - birds seen in the
Murraysburg area, 26 December 2011 (SF, StF,
MT, CS)
Cinnamon-breasted Bunting - a bird seen in the
Murraysburg area, 25 December 2011 (SF, StF,
MT, CS)

Sightings, cont.
NATIONAL RARITIES, cont.
Hudsonian Godwit - a bird seen at Langvlei near
Vleesbaai, 13 January 2012 (AT), seen by many
other birders, still there 30 January 2012 (JV)
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Otto Schmidt

LOCAL RARITIES:
Great White Egret - a bird seen on the vlei at
Rooisand Nature Reserve, 4 March 2012 (TH)
Fulvous Duck - a bird seen on Pan P2 at Paarl Bird
Sanctuary, 10 December 2011 (JF), a bird seen at
Vodacom Golf Village, near AECI, 15 January 2012
(D&IC); seven birds on Pan P6 at Strandfontein
Sewage Works on 26 January 2012 (OS,IM)
Black-chested Snake Eagle - an adult seen
circling high about 2km north of Kalbaskraal, on
the Old Malmesbury Road, 5 March 2012 (GW)
Lesser Spotted Eagle - a bird seen flying near
Rhodes Memorial on Table Mountain on 8
December 2011 (LG, AK); seen flying with Steppe
Buzzards along the top edge of the eastern side of
Table Mountain, 16 December 2011 (AJ)
Gabar Goshawk - a bird seen in the Murraysburg
area, 26 December 2012 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Little Sparrowhawk - a bird seen just outside Bot
River on the R43 on 6 January 2012 (PvO)
Amur Falcon - 2 birds seen on a telephone line in
Molteno Pass, near Beaufort West, 28 December
2011 (JCl)
Baillon's Crake - 2 birds seen at Voelvlei near
Vleesbaai, 5 January 2012 (PL), seen 10 January
2012 (DV)
Verreaux's Eagle-Owl - seen in the Murraysburg
area, 27 December 2011 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Sand Martin - 3 birds seen between pans P6 & P7,
Strandfontein Sewage Works, 24 February 2012
(BV), one bird seen on the southern side of pan
P1, 26 February 2012 (MB), still there 2 March
2012 (JC)
Brown-backed Honeybird - a bird seen in a
garden in Clovelly, 16 February 2012 (EB)
Drakensberg Rock-jumper - seen in the
Murraysburg area, 26 December 2011 (SF, MT, CS)
Desert Cisticola - seen in the Murraysburg area,
26 December 2012 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Spotted Flycatcher - 3 birds seen at Vergenoegd
Wine Estate, one at the homestead and 2 along
the Eerste River, 2 March 2012 (TG), a bird seen at
Val de Vie Wine Estate, 7 March 2012 (BV and
members of the Tygerberg Bird Club)

A Sand Martin at Strandfontein in company with a Barn
Swallow

BIRDS ESTABLISHED IN THE SOUTH
WESTERN / WESTERN CAPE, BUT RARE OR
LOCALISED:
Martial Eagle - a bird seen at Paardevlei AECI, 25
January 2012 (D&IC)
White-backed Duck - 2 birds seen on a dam at
Vergenoegd Wine Estate, 2 March 2012 (TG)
Hottentot Teal - 6 birds seen on the south side of
P1, Strandfontein Sewage Works, 11 December
2011 (GM), 10 birds seen below the stick
platforms on P6, 6 January 2012 (BV)
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CBC's Dwaarskersbos Camp, Sunday 26 February
2012
Sabine's Gull - a large flock seen close to the shore
at Yzerfontein, 28 December 2011 (BC)
Little Tern - a bird seen at Yzerfontein, 28
December 2011 (BC)
Eastern Clapper Lark - seen in the Murraysburg
area, 25 December 2011 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Pink-billed Lark - birds seen in the Murraysburg
area, 26 December 2011 (SF, StF, MT, CS)
Black-eared Sparrowlark - birds seen in the
Murraysburg area, 26 December 2011 (SF, StF,
MT, CS)

Terek Sandpiper - A single bird seen in the Kotze
Salt Pans, Berg River by many CBC members on
the Dwarskersbos camp on 26 Feb 2012, 2 birds
seen during the Langebaan CWAC count, 3
March 2012 (FE, PN, SF, MT)
African Jacana - a bird seen in Shemara Dam,
Helderberg Village, 1 January 2012 (KW)
OTHER INTERESTING
SIGHTINGS:
Great White Pelican - 14 birds seen on
Wildevoelvlei, Imhoffs Gift, Kommetjie, 4 March
2012 (PC)
Goliath Heron - a bird seen at Abrahamskraal,
WCNP, 9 February 2012 (BV), a bird seen at
Rondevlei , Cape Town, 11 February 2012 (FE), a
bird seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary, 25 February
2012 (FE)
White Stork - at least 112 birds seen at Tomi’s
feedlot west of R44 and south of Voelvlei Dam, 23
December 2011 (JF, JH)
White-faced Duck - 2 birds plus 6 ducklings,
Paardevlei AECI, 25 January 2012 (D&IC)
Pale Chanting Goshawk - a bird seen 10km
between Darling and Yzerfontein, 24 November
2011 (BC, AM), the bird had been seen many
times before in 2011 by AM, single adult seen in
the West Coast National Park by a team
competing in the Honorary Rangers Wader Bash
on 18 February 2012
Blue Crane - 6 birds seen flying over Afton Grove,
Noordhoek, 12 January 2012 (CS), 4 birds seen on
a field next to Stellenbosch Airfield, 20 February
2012 (JW), a pair seen in the West Coast National
Park by a team competing in the Honorary
Rangers Wader Bash, 18 February 2012
African Black Oystercatcher - 51 birds seen on
the small beach adjacent to the dilapidated fishing
quays at Eland's Bay. See by many members on the
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HOW MANY WRENS CAN YOU FIT IN A NEST BOX?
Q. I have a nest box in my garden with a camera. I normally get blue tits nesting but in the winter
months I have been getting up to 17 wrens in the box. Is that number normal? The box is only small.
A.

That's not a bad total, but the world record is 60 wrens crammed into one standard-sized
nest box! Small birds lose heat quickly in cold weather, so it's worth a bit of discomfort just to keep
warm.
An extract from the RSPB'S March 2012 e-newsletter

Deadline for August issue – 7 June 2012
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OUTING TO PORCUPINE HILLS
Sunday 11 December 2011
Porcupine Hills Olive and Guest Farm is situated
within the Groenlandberg Conservancy in the
Overberg and is in a narrowish valley surrounded
by rolling hills and mountains which are covered
with indigenous vegetation, including Fynbos and
Renosterveld.
Eleven members attended this enjoyable
outing, ably led by Mike Saunders who had done a
good recce of the area a few weeks earlier. The first
sighting was a Black-crowned Night-Heron sitting
in full view near the top of a very tall gum tree,
followed by Cape Sugarbird, Cape White-eyes,
Paradise and Fiscal Flycatchers. We met the new
owners, a charming Swiss couple. While marvelling
at the mountain views from the homestead, we
observed a juvenile Verreaux's Eagle circling
nearby, also some Cape Buntings hopping about
and Bar-throated Apalis in the garden.
We set off in three 4X4s and followed the road
past a poplar forest and dense stands of flowering
Water White Alder trees, all along the streams, and
the white inflorescences were spectacular against
the leathery, glossy foliage. There was a huge
hamerkop nest in a tree above the stream. A Forktailed Drongo put in an appearance and we had a
fleeting sighting of a Paradise Flycatcher.
We veered off onto a track up a steep slope on
the hillside covered in renosterbos and some
protea bushes with large numbers of mounds of
the Black-mound Termites. This was some really
extreme off-road birding! The rocky farm track was
clearly not much used, judging by the tall plants on
the 'middelmannetjie'. Simon Fogarty had some
good practice in his new Land Rover! The road led
steeply up through the vegetation, and what a view
it was from the top! We looked across to the cliff
face opposite, on to the Black Eagles' nesting place.
We then followed the steep road downward on a
circular route through the olive groves.

CLUB ACTIVITIES
We try to arrange activities to suit all levels of
interest, so please participate whenever you
can. We welcome suggestions, so if you know
of interesting speakers or good venues for field
outings, please let us know.

EVENING MEETINGS
These are normally held at 20h00 on every
second Thursday in the month at the Nassau
Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra
Road, Newlands.
Tea and biscuits will be served after the
meeting at a cost of R2,00. Do bring your
friends, but remember that there will be a
charge of R10 for visitors and non-members.
Are you a new member? Please introduce
yourself to Gill or Joan on arrival.

FIELD OUTINGS
We arrange field outings throughout the year,
usually on the first Saturday, third Sunday and
one weekday morning in the month.
We try to introduce members to a variety of
habitats and give them the opportunity to
familiarise themselves with the common and less
common birds of the areas. It is a good idea to
obtain a large-scale road map and to check your
route to the outing venue beforehand.
A good starting point for beginners is
Rondevlei Nature Reserve, and club outings take
place there on the first Saturday morning in every
month. There are several excellent bird hides and
always something of interest to be seen.

THE CBC PRESENTS A FULL DAY COURSE

The never-ending story
Bird Evolution from dinosaurs to the latest splits
presented by
Professor Peter Ryan and Professor Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan
on Saturday 18 August 2012 08h30 - 16h00
These two authorities in their field will take us through a stimulating 4-part programme. Bird
evolution may have started with dinosaurs but it continues to the present day.
Enquiries & Bookings:
Judith Crosswell, Tel/Fax: 021 671 1787 (after 7pm) or e-mail judith@kingsley.co.za
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Back to level ground near the streams there
were plenty of Yellow and Cape Canaries, some
Grey-backed Cisticolas and Karoo Robins.
Overhead White-rumped Swifts and Barn and
Greater-striped Swallows were hawking in
considerable numbers. While walking we flushed
a flock of Cape Francolin. We heard before we
saw them, two Blue Cranes flying overhead, and
some cawing White-necked Ravens. Whilst
saying farewell to our hosts we discovered that a
pair of Familiar Chats had made their home inside
the restaurant! After lunch under the oak trees a
pair of Verreaux's Eagles flew overhead, to end a
fun-filled outing with a bird list of 46 species!
Priscilla Beeton

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS
We would like to encourage more members to
take part in these activities, which add a new
dimension to birdwatching. They also serve a
useful conservation purpose.
Strandfontein Sewage Works Counts (Monthly)
These counts take place on the second Sunday of
every month at 08h00 (or 08h30 in winter). To
reach Strandfontein, travel down Strandfontein
Road towards the coast and turn off to Zeekoevlei
(just past 15th Avenue). Continue right to the end
of this road, through the gates to the works.
Phone Dick Barnes at 021 689 1106 for more
details.
Paarl Bird Sanctuary Counts (Monthly)
These counts take place on the 3rd or 4th
Saturday in the month at 09h00. Check
programme for dates and phone Yvonne Weiss at
021 872 4972 for more details.

Note: It seems there is good possibility that there
might be Cape Eagle Owls nesting on the property,
and an overnight visit might confirm this!
OUTING TO KOEBERG NATURE RESERVE
Sunday 19 February 2012
17 members attended this outing held in mild
morning weather. A slow walk along the main
road towards the tower produced a number of
Little, White-rumped, Black and Alpine Swifts,
with a few Barn and Greater Striped Swallows
thrown in, flying low enough for all to see the
detail. In the coastal scrub Chestnut-vented
Titbabbler, Bar-throated Apalis, Brimstone, Yellow
and White-throated Canary were seen well.
Many non-breeding Red Bishops, Cape Weavers
and scruffy Southern Double-collared Sunbirds
needed more careful identification.
There was no Peregrine Falcon on the tower
but some saw a Black Sparrowhawk taking a bird
whilst Jackal Buzzard sat high on the pylon, Rock
Kestrel hawked from an overhead wire and a lone
Yellow-billed Kite cruised over. Cape Spurfowl
were numerous but no Grey-winged Francolin
was heard, so maybe they knew it was going to be
another hot day! Cape Bulbul, Karoo Prinia,
Bokmakierie, Cape Bunting and Red-winged
Starling were also seen but pretty soon the activity
died down.
The total was 45 species but we were unable
to go down to the stores as the gate was locked
and only cyclists and pedestrians could gain
access, which was a pity as the list could
have grown by a few more in that different
habitat. An early tea was taken before some of us
went to Melkbosstrand and picked up the
cormorants, terns, White-fronted Plover and
African Black Oystercatcher.
Brian Vanderwalt

Wildevoëlvlei (Kommetjie) Counts (Monthly)
These counts take place at 08h30 on the second
Thursday in the month except for August when
the count will take place on the third Thursday
due to the public holiday on 9 August. If you live
near the area do make a point of joining the
group. From the Sun Valley 4-way stop take the
road to Kommetjie, continue for 2,3 km and turn
right at Compass Bakery. Meet near the main
works at the end of the road. Phone Eric Barnes at
021 782 5429 for more details.
Kirstenbosch BIRP Counts (Monthly)
These BIRP (Birds in Reserves Projects) counts take
place at Kirstenbosch on the first Sunday in the
month at 08h00. We meet at the Visitors' Centre
(bottom gate). Duration about 3 - 4 hours. Phone
Derek Longrigg at 021 674 1248 for more details.
Rietvlei Counts (Quarterly)
These counts take place on Fridays in January,
April, July and October (see programme for
dates). Phone Koos Retief at 021 550 1086 (w) or
082 788 6987 for details.
Zandvlei Counts (Quarterly)
These counts also take place in January, April, July
and October (see programme for dates). Phone
Gavin Lawson at 021 705 5224 for details.
Zandvlei Hacks (Monthly)
Second Saturday in the month from 14h00.
Phone Gavin Lawson at 021 705 5224 for details.
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Furthermore, at least five birders had brought
along their scopes so that at any one time, club
members had a good chance of really seeing
distant or smaller birds. Even some of the
relatively new members, such as Doug James (and
family) out on their first CBC weekend camp,
proved to have considerable birding experience.
Doug has a life list of over 700 birds.
The camaraderie was excellent with many
members knowing each other well, and every
evening the braai fires burnt while discussions
took place as to what had been seen. During the
two days of birding, the group saw some 118
birds. These sightings included a magnificent view
of a most obliging Cape Long-billed Lark which
stood on a barbed wire fence, calling away, for at
least five minutes. This sighting was, for many of
us, a 'lifer'. Another great vision at Elands Baai
harbour was a gathering of some 51 African Black
Oystercatchers sitting on the beach. A lively
debate was sparked by the sighting of a partially
leucistic Pied Starling by several members.
During our travels mainly by car we took time
out to walk in the Draaihoek Private Nature
Reserve and even if this was not particularly
rewarding in birds, being in the middle of the day,
we were lucky to have on hand Alison James
(succulents) and Jean Eva (flowers in general) who
could point out interesting features of some of the
plant life.
Because of time constraints we could not visit
Aurora as initially planned but even so we reached
most of our bird spotting sites – Elandsbaai,
Verlorenvlei, Laaiplek harbour and Velddrif, hide
and salt pans, before making our way home.
Perhaps as a just reward at the end of two days'
birding, Charles Saunders, our hard-working
organiser, saw a Terek Sandpiper, a 'lifer' for him,
at the Veldrift saltpan. As an added bonus several
members saw a Secretarybird just off the main
R27 road about 28km from Dwarskersbos both on
the way up and on the drive home.
Hugh Clarke

Club activities, cont.
SPECIAL EVENTS
In addition to our regular field outings and
evening meetings, our club organises a range of
other activities. These include weekend camps,
courses and sometimes boat trips.
We have recently started arranging trips to
other African countries and even further afield
(Ecuador in November).
Our “Gardening for Birds” course in March
was very successful. To follow we have
something very different, “The Never-ending
Story” on 18 August. See enclosed insert for full
details. Our next weekend camp will be in the
Ladismith area from 22 September. See page 31
for details.

Dorine Jansen

WEEKEND CAMP AT DWARSKERSBOS
On the weekend of 25 - 26 February 2012, a
group of 25 CBC birders got together for an
enjoyable weekend at Dwarskersbos, a small
resort about 14km north of Velddrif, which in turn
is some 30km north of Langebaan. The weekend
was organized by Charles Saunders who planned
that we visited three different biomes, namely,
coastal, wetland and 'bush', in order to maximize
the number of birds we could find.
The promised weather from Friday (when
club members arrived) through to Sunday was
ideal: 16°C to 20°C degrees, kept low by a cool
onshore wind. When we ventured inland for a
short time, picking up a flight [= flock] of 'aboutto-migrate' Barn Swallows on a telephone line, the
temperature rapidly rose to 31°C.
The group consisted of a number of really
experienced birders which was a great asset, with
Mel Tripp, in particular, sharing knowledge with
us. Many others such as Michael Saunders,
Simon Fogarty, Merle Chalton, Anne Gray and
Heather Howell, just to name a few, freely shared
their knowledge which was helpful to all.

Birding at the Berg River salt pans in Velddrif during our weekend at Dwarskersbos in February
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CBC PROGRAMME
See under “Club Activities” for general information and details of venue for our Evening Meetings, as
well as more information on Bird Counts and Hacks.

MAY
Sat 5
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Travel down the M5 (Prince George Drive) towards Grassy Park and look out for Nando's at the
5th Avenue traffic light. Turn left here and continue along 5th Avenue to the first set of traffic lights. Turn
right into Perth Road and continue to the end of the road. There is a small entrance fee for those without
season tickets.
Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 8
WEEKDAY OUTING: INTAKA ISLAND BLOUVLEI (Century City)
Meet at 09h30. There is always a possibility of something interesting turning up at this venue, which is also
good for water birds.
Directions: Travelling from Cape Town on the N1 take the first off-ramp to Sable Road, making sure you
follow the Sable Road signs, (there are three roads leading from the Century City off-ramp). At the traffic
lights turn left into Sable Road, then drive on, following the curve of the road to the right when it becomes
Ratanga Road. Cross the first two sets of traffic lights and at the third turn right. Follow the road around the
traffic circle to the parking area where we meet. There is a small entrance fee to Intaka Island.
Leader: One of the Intaka Island bird guides
Co-ordinator: Frank Hallett % 021 685 7465 Cell: 082 825 1788
Thurs 10

EVENING MEETING: “WHAT A WAY TO SPEND CHRISTMAS!”
Speaker: Dr Dave Whitelaw
Meet at 20h00. Prince Edward Island is totally uninhabited except for periodic visits every 5-7 years to
census the birdlife. It is extremely rich in Wandering Albatross and has a huge colony of Grey-headed
Albatross and well as large colonies of 3 species of penguins King, Rockhopper and Macaroni. The talk will
include the census, a glimpse of life on the island and aboard the Africana, as well as birds en route.
Sun 20
OUTING: DIEMERSFONTEIN FARM, WELLINGTON
Meet at 09h00. Diemersfontein is a 183ha wine farm which lies in the shadow of the Hawekwa Mountains.
It produces a number of award winning white and red wines including the red wine 'For the Birds'. There are
a number of birding areas on the farm including marshes, lakes and eucalyptus forests. Several raptors
including African Fish Eagle, Jackal Buzzard and African Harrier-Hawk have been recorded.
Directions: Take the N1 north and turn off at exit 47 onto the R44 which you follow in the direction of
Wellington (left) for 28km. Do not turn off this road. You will pass various turnoffs and crossroads, which
you should pass, until you reach a long uphill stretch, with the town of Wellington on your left. At the third
robot, with the cemetery on your right, turn right
HACKS & COUNTS IN MAY
and drive downhill for approximately 1km. You
will see the signs to Diemersfontein on your left.
See page 23 for contact details and more information
Leader: Peter Nupen 021 930 4244
Sun 6
08h00
Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
Co-ordinator: Frank Hallett
Thurs 10 08h30
Wildevoëlvlei Count
% 021 685 7465
Sat 12
Zandvlei Hack
14h00
Cell: 082 825 1788
Sun 13 08h00
Strandfontein Count
Sat 26
09h00
Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count
n

n

n

n

n
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JUNE
Please note that the course previously advertised to take place on Saturday 2 June has been
postponed to Saturday 18 August. See advance notice on page 22 and enclosed insert.
Sat 2
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are
especially welcome. See under 5 May for directions.
Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 12
WEEKDAY OUTING: MILNERTON RACECOURSE NATURE RESERVE
Meet at 09h00. The Northern area which is 19,4 hectare in extent is accessible to the public. Several
raptors including Lanner and Peregrine Falcon, Rock Kestrel, Black-shouldered Kite and Black
Sparrowhawk have been seen.
Directions: Travelling from Cape Town on Koeberg Road or the R27 (Marine Drive) turn into Racecourse
Road. At the traffic light next to The Paddocks Shopping Centre in Racecourse Road turn north into
Grand National Boulevard. (This road is not marked in the Peninsula's slightly older map books). At the
rd
3 circle find parking.
Leader: Helm van Zijl % 021 5541152 or 083 955 5400
Thurs 14

EVENING MEETING: "uPHOLI WANT A FOREST"
How can we save the Cape Parrot from extinction? Speaker: Dr Steve Boyes
Meet at 20h00. There are less than 1,100 Cape Parrots ( Poicephalus robustus ) remaining in the wild
after hundreds of years of deforestation, disease outbreaks, persecution as a crop pest, and capture
for the wild-caught bird trade. In 2009, the Percy FitzPatrick Institute launched the Cape Parrot
Project to better understand an apparent population bottleneck in relation to the availability of
suitable food resource and nest cavities, and the incidence of Psittacine Beak and Feather Disease in
the Amathole region. This on-going project has made a positive impact but there is a long way to go if
the Cape Parrot is to be saved.
Sun 17
OUTING: PATERNOSTER AND VICINITY
On this outing we plan some coastal birding, which will include a visit to an Antarctic Tern roost at
Mauritz Bay and some inland birding near Paternoster to find Red-capped, Cape Clapper, Cape Longbilled and Red-capped Larks and Plain-backed Pipits and some other species. This will be a very
interesting outing to a very special area of the West Coast.
Due to the nature of the different venues to be visited you will need to book beforehand giving
your e-mail and telephone contact details in order to be informed nearer the time of the final
arrangements of the meeting points and times. Bookings will close on Friday 8 June.
Leader: Vernon Head
Co-ordinator: Anne Gray % 021 713 1231 or 083 311 1140
HACKS & COUNTS IN JUNE
See page 23 for contact details and more information

Sun 3
Sat 9
Sun 10

08h00
Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
14h00
Zandvlei Hack
08h30
Strandfontein Count
(note later winter starting time)
Thurs 14 08h30
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count
Sat 23
09h00
n

n

n

n

n
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Please send any information on
metal- or colour-ringed birds to:
SAFRING
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch 7701
Tel. (021) 650-2421/2 : Fax: (021) 650-3434
e-mail: safring@adu.uct.ac.za

PROMEROPS 290

JULY
Please note that the winter CWAC counts take place this month and your help is needed!
Sat 7
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are
especially welcome. See under 5 May for directions.
Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 10
WEEKDAY OUTING: WILDEVOëLVLEI, KOMMETJIE
Meet at 08h30. This area is good for water birds as well as some bush birds.
Directions: From the Sun Valley 4-stop take the road to Kommetjie, continue for 2.3 km and turn right at
Compass Bakery. Meet near the main works at the end of the road.
Leader: Eric Barnes % 021 782 5429
Thurs 12

EVENING MEETING: “IN SEARCH OF THE ELUSIVE AFRICAN PITTA”
Speaker: Otto Schmidt
Meet at 20h00. In December 2010 Otto and Sandy joined a birding group on a trip to eastern
Zimbabwe and central Mozambique in search of the elusive African Pitta. Visits to a number of locations
with very varied habitats not only produced the pitta but also a mouth-watering number of other
southern African “specials”.
Sun 15
OUTING: FOXENBURG NATURE RESERVE, WELLINGTON
Meet at 08h30. This is a new venue for the club and we should have some interesting sightings.
Directions: From Cape Town take the N1 and then exit 47, signposted as R44 Wellington via Agter Paarl,
and follow the R44 for 20 km until you reach the 4-way stop. Proceed across the 4-way stop, and then
turn left at Distillery road - the sign to Tulbagh/Porterville/Ceres. Keep on this road past the station and
block house going out of Wellington up to the old Tannery. Turn right into Oakdene road. Go over the
railway line and proceed to the T-junction, turn left and continue on this road for approximately 8
kilometres. You will reach the Beatrix school, here turn right into Rooshoek Road, keep on this gravel
road past the Palmietvlei turn-off and keep going in the direction of the mountain. The road will fork on a
blind rise and keep right, and make your way to the entrances. Take the right hand entrance and proceed
up the mountain through the neighbour's farm, and then you will come to the Foxenburg Estate gate.
Leader: Mike Saunders % 021 783 5230 Cell: 082 882 8688
HACKS & COUNTS IN JULY
See page 23 for contact details and more information

Sun 1
Sun 8

08h00
Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
08h30
Strandfontein CWAC Count
(note later winter starting time)
Thurs 12 08h30
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Sat 14
14h00
Zandvlei Hack
Wed 18 09h00
Radyn Dam CWAC Count
Fri 20
09h00
Rietvlei Quarterly Count
Sat 21
08h00
Zandvlei Quarterly Count
Sun 22 11h30
Berg River Estuary CWAC Count
Sat 28
09h00
Paarl Bird Sanctuary CWAC Count
Sat 28
all day
CAR Count
Sun 29 13h00
Langebaan CWAC Count
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n
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CWAC and CAR counts
Please help with these counts if you possibly
can. The data collected is processed by the
ADU at UCT and is immensely valuable for
research and conservation purposes. For
more details on the Langebaan and Berg
River counts you can contact Doug
Harebottle at 021 650 2330 (w) or e-mail
doug.harebottle@uct.ac.za
For the Radyn Dam count please contact
Otto Schmidt at 021 674 2381 or e-mail
ottoschmidt@telkomsa.net The CAR count
takes place on various routes in the Overberg
and Swartland regions and your contact
person is Donella Young at 021 650 4239 (w)
or e-mail donella.young@uct.ac.za
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AUGUST
Please note that our evening meeting this month will take place on the FIRST Thursday as 9 August is
a public holiday
Thurs 2

EVENING MEETING: “THE ART OF BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY”
Speaker: Peter Steyn
Meet at 20h00. Open any photographic Bird Guide printed during the past 40 years and look at the
credits. The name Peter Steyn is bound to appear, often as one of the chief contributors. Long before
digital serendipitous pot-shots were possible, long before the advent of "burst" or "Photoshop", when
every shot counted, Peter was leading the way in avian photography. At this meeting he will share with us
some of the trials and triumphs of the celluloid medium and pass on some valuable hints that hold good
to this day.
Sat 4
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are
especially welcome. See under 5 May for directions. Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 7
WEEKDAY OUTING: NEWLANDS FOREST
Meet at 08h30. Raptors will be nesting at this time of the year and we hope to see Black Sparrowhawks
amongst others. We meet at the Newlands Forest Fire Base and move up towards the contour path, which
is a pleasant and steady climb but not too steep.
Directions: Travel on the M3 towards Cape Town if coming from the Constantia direction. Pass the traffic
lights at Rhodes Avenue/Newlands Avenue and continue up the hill taking the bend to the right. After
about 700 metres look for the slip lane to Newlands Forest Fire Base and the TMNP sign on the left. If
coming from Cape Town direction cross the freeway through the slip lane in the central traffic island at this
point. There is a large shady car park just inside the entrance and it is there that we meet.
Leader: To be advised.
Sat 18
WEEKEND COURSE “THE NEVER-ENDING STORY”
08h30-16h00 Bird evolution from dinosaurs to the latest splits - a stimulating 4-part p r o g r a m m e .
See enclosed insert for full details.
Sun 19
OUTING: BLAAUWBERG CONSERVATION AREA
Meet at 09h00. We will drive in convoy through Morningstar to an electric gate and drive another 1-2 km
to the bottom of the hill, on a gravel road and accessible by car. We will proceed
to drive to the top of the Blaauwberg hill where visitors can enjoy the beautiful view of Table Bay, Table
Mountain and Robben Island. Here Elzette will give a short introduction to the Blaauwberg Nature
Reserve and a short talk on the 1806 Battle of Blaauwberg as well as show the WW2 buildings. We can
then have a walk around to look for some birds.
There will be a small charge of R5 per person, please bring correct amount.
Directions: Take the N7 towards Malmesbury, pass the Vissershok Landfill Site entrance and the truck
weighbridge on your left. Turn left at the Morningstar
Road sign. Follow this road until you see another sign HACKS & COUNTS IN AUGUST
for Morningstar (another sign to look out for is the See page 23 for contact details
Zonnekus Resort sign). Turn left onto this gravel road.
Sun 5
08h00
Kirstenbosch BIRP
We will meet here.
Sat 11
14h00
Zandvlei Hack
Leader: Elzette Klue, Senior Conservation Officer,
Sun 12 08h00
Strandfontein Count
Cape Town Nature Conservation
Thurs 16 08h30
Wildevoëlvlei Count
(Please note change of date)
Co-ordinator: Anne Gray
Sat 25
09h00
Paarl Bird Sanctuary
Cell: 083 311 1140
n

n

n

n

n
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JUNIOR PROGRAMME
How old are the Juniors? They could be any age as long as they are school children. Regrettably,
we cannot accommodate pre-schoolers. With mixed levels of competence, the outings are divided
into two groups. The Deputy Co-ordinator, Matthew Orolowitz, will lead the advanced birders
while I attend to the needs of the beginners. Who are the Juniors? They are any children who are
becoming interested in birds, whether they are members or not. All are welcome. Special
worksheets are available on request for those who wish to advance their birding skills at home. W e
have one outing per month on the first Sunday of each month. (Put it in your diary!) Binoculars
are essential equipment! Please bring something for the tea break but note that we do not snack
on the path only during our tea time! Because parents have to provide transport, they are
encouraged to come along with their children, but it is also fine to drop them off and fetch them at
the appointed time.
All outings last for 1½ hours unless otherwise stated. Booking is essential at least 24 hours ahead.
Co-ordinator: Heather Howell % 021 788-1574 E-mail: howellh@telkomsa.net
Deputy co-ordinator: Matthew Orolowitz

MAY

JULY

Sunday 2nd Eagle Encounters, Spier
Meet at 10h30
This place offers incredible learning
opportunities and close-up encounters with
raptors in their rehabilitation programme. Our
entrance fees are all they have to finance their
work. They are not part of Spier. Spier simply
provides them with a venue. The raptors are
different for every visit as some have been
released and new ones have been brought in.
Ticket prices can be found on the website. We
will attend the 11h00 display. The Juniors will
walk around at 10h30 with some instruction
and then watch the display at 11h00.
Directions: Take the N2 out of Cape Town. At
the Baden-Powell Drive off-ramp, turn left
towards Stellenbosch on the R310.
Approximately 6 km from here you will see
Spier Estate on the right. Enter the estate and
turn left. Look out for the Eagle Encounters sign.
We meet inside just beyond the pay point.

Sunday 1
Helderberg Nature Reserve
Meet at 09h00
Directions: From the N2 to Somerset West,
take the Strand/Somerset West turnoff (R44). At
the traffic lights at the top of the ramp, turn left.
At the next set of traffic lights turn right and
travel down Main Road to the Lourensford
intersection. Turn left and continue for some
distance until you reach a Shell garage where
you turn left. Then follow the Helderberg
Nature Reserve signs. There is a small entrance
fee to pay at the gate. We meet in the main
parking area opposite the Duck Inn.

AUGUST
Sunday 5
Nagenoeg Farm
Meet at 09h00
Directions: Take the N2 towards Somerset
West and then take the R310 towards
Stellenbosch. Just before Spier there is a Total
garage on your left and a set of traffic lights.
Turn right into Annandale Road. Cross the river
and on the LEFT there will be a big storeroom
marked “Zetler Berries”. Just after the
storeroom turn right onto a gravel road. There
is a signboard with various farm names
including NAGENOEG. Go 200m further and
turn right into the farm yard. We park in the
farmyard.

JUNE
Sunday 3
Kirstenbosch
Meet at 07h45
Directions: Meet inside the Rycroft Gate off
Rhodes Drive. Park in Klaassens Road. If we
pass through the gate before 08h00 we are
permitted to enter free of charge.

Deadline for our August issue is 7 June 2012
We need more observations please!
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MAKAPA LODGE, CAPE PENINSULA
Nestled against a mountainside adjacent to a
nature reserve with large indigenous garden.
Makapa Lodge offers luxury B&B suites or self
catering log cabin with magnificent views. Good
starting point for Simons Town pelagic tours only
15 minutes drive. Birder friendly establishment.
www.makapa.co.za Tel 021 785 3512
email:info@makapa.co.za

CBC SMALLS
CBC Small Ads is a free service to members
(max. 50 words).
(“Repeats” strictly subject to space being available).
Cost to non-members R60,00 for 50 words,
plus heading, additional words pro rata.
Cash with order please.
For ad bookings/enquiries, Tel/Fax: (021) 981-1275
or email johobbs@lantic.net

BOOKS FOR SALE
“Birds of the Southern Third of Africa”, Vol. 1 & 2,
C.W. Mackworth-Praed & Grant – R250.
“Canaries, Seedeaters & Buntings of Southern
Africa”, C.J. Skead – R800. “The Complete Book
of Southern African Birds”, Ginn, McIlleron &
Milstein – R250. Please contact Bruce Mackenzie
at 021 531 1777.

PUMULA LODGE - B&B, KNYSNA
Nestled between the town of Knysna and the
famous Knysna Heads, lies Pumula Lodge - "the
place of rest". The lodge, with its tranquil,
parkland setting where nature lovers can enjoy
the abundant bird life supported by the beautiful
gardens. Over 100 species have been identified.
Private entrances to en-suite bedrooms, each with
a deck overlooking the gardens and swimming
pool. "Tree-top" breakfasts, secure undercover
parking, communal kitchenette and barbecue
facility. Close to golf courses, bird sanctuary and
restaurants. Children 10+ welcome. Credit
cards. Non-smoking lodge. TGCSA - 3 Star B&B.
Accredited by Knysna Tourism.
www.pumulalodge.co.za Mobile: 082 569 7856
Email: info@pumulalodge.co.za
Tel: 044 3841193 Fax: 0866 727 206

FOR SALE: OWL NESTING BOXES
The Flamingo Bird Club in Philippi
is selling owl nesting boxes made from durable wood
The prices are:
Spotted Eagle-Owl box
Barn Owl box:
(open sides):
R580
R550
Tel: (021) 371 6636
Contact: John Beak
Cell: 082 901 8295

Birds of Southern Africa on DVD
The first in a series of video bird guides, aimed at those who enjoy
birds, deals to certain extent with many aspects of the species
covered, e.g. characteristics, behaviour, calls, flight, habitat etc.

GLEN HOUSE, KNYSNA
Self-catering units situated in the secluded village
of Lake Brenton opposite Yellowwood Bird
Sanctuary. Facilities include M-Net, separate
braai areas, covered parking, patio and peaceful
garden surrounds where bushbuck still roam
freely. Seasonal rates from R150 pppd. Contact
Pat Booysen, Tel. or Fax: 044 381 0048, Cell 072
129 3684 or e-mail pbooysen@mweb.co.za

Volumes 1, 2 & 3 - WATERBIRDS AND WADERS
representing some 95 species.
Volume 4 - THE LARKS
A notoriously difficult group to identify. 23 species are covered.
Volume 5 - THE GAME BIRDS covers 32 species
including Sandgrouse, Francolines, Bustards, Korhaan, Coursers etc.

DVD’s sell at R80 each
Contact: Brian Wilson 021 976 4410
email: brianwilson@cybersmart.co.za

GROOT WINTERHOEK MOUNTAINS
Pristine fynbos, waterfalls, bushman caves, wildlife
and excellent birding including resident pair of
Black Eagles, Eagle Owls, Nightjars and more.
Gorgeous walks and views. Two fully equipped s/c
cottages sleeping 6 and 4 in the Winterhoek
mountains above Porterville, looking down onto
Beaverlac and Oliphants Valley. R 825 and R 530
per night. Contact: adbrown@law.co.za or visit
website at www.ratelfarming.co.za
May 2012
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The Verreaux’s Eagle soaring past its inaccessible cliff site at Westlake. See Peter’s reminiscences on page 13.

Beecatcher Camp - September 22 – 24 (3 days, 2 nights)
We are going to a totally new venue, thanks to Joan Ackroyd, for our second camp of the year. This is to the
Beecatcher Farm just off the famous Route 62. See www.beecatcher.co.za . It is a working farm 25km
from Ladismith and approximately 330 km from Cape Town. We will be birding on the farm and the
owners will be able to arrange access to at least 3 additional farms. SABAP2 maps indicate a good array of
birds. For the atlasers the co-ords of the farm are S33 27 41 E21 05 08. One of the major attractions in the
area is the spectacular Seweweeks Poort!
Accommodation: 14 singles and 3 couples who are happy to share a queen-sized double bed, i.e. 20
folk in all. Reservations strictly on a 'first come, first served' basis. If you are booking for a couple and DO
NOT want to share a double bed I must be advised from the outset please. Bedding and towels are
provided and there are full self catering facilities in the various cottages. We will have our traditional braai
on both evenings.
Cost for the weekend: R 350-00 per person (Saturday and Sunday night). Before calling for payment I
am going to have to see how I can split the accommodation amongst singles and couples. Once I have
resolved this matter I will call for payment. If anyone wishes to go up on the Friday I will put them in direct
contact with the farm.
To book: Please mail me on cshome@hallmarkpress.co.za, indicating your name, the number of guests
and the number of singles and couples who are prepared to share a double bed. As a last resort you can
fax me on 021 762 8150, but please mark for my attention and also provide me with an email address
through which you can be contacted.
Yours in birding,
Charles Saunders
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